MORAL RECONSTRUCTION OF ELEMENTARY EDUCATIONAL LEVEL STUDENTS IN MILLENNIAL ERA: A SCIENTIFIC APPROACH PERSPECTIVE
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mempiliki tahapan yang secara langsung dapat membangun habituasi nilai-nilai ilmiah dalam perilaku kehidupan sehari-hari siswa, yaitu: mendengar, memperhatikan, komunikasi, kerjasama, bertanya, melakukan, berpikir, saling menghargai, jujur, tanggung jawab dan disiplin.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Moral degradation which takes place in this millennial era, particularly on students, becomes the main topic to be solved in education world. Moral shows good and bad sides of human and the condition of a nation. Education should be the main subject in shaping students’ moral, particularly in elementary educational level, however, there are individuals who are not aware of the importance of moral each individual must possess. Huda, M. proposes that the essence of education can be useful for people’s life advancement process and survivability. Based on the results of observation the researcher has conducted on the Elementary School/Islamic elementary teachers who are taking advanced study in the Islamic Elementary Teachers Education Master Study Program, IAIN Salatiga, Indonesia, elementary school students annually commit 30% moral violation both in formal and non-formal environments. This percentage proves that elementary school students’ moral is declining in this millennial era.

Education currently does not take moral education as the main subject to be instilled in students, thus a development is needed to focus on moral educational aspect, which will eventually shape the students’ good character toward sustainable development. According to the results of research conducted by Asnawi, T.M. Jamil, Ronald Fransaigu, Bunga Mulyahati, the application

---

of scientific approach to Citizenship Education learning has shown relatively positive impacts on students’ citizenship skill aspect, particularly in the aspects of answering, asking, discussing and participating actively. Lickona quotes Aristotle’s opinion, defines good character as to live by doing correct acts in connection with others. Meanwhile, Lickona herself explains that character consists of operative values, values in act. A person precedes in character, in line with a value towards goodness, a reliable inner disposition to respond situation in a way which according to moral is good. Abdullah Sani, Ridwan proposes that the application of Curriculum 2013 has changed the learning paradigm, in which learners are trained to learn, to observe, to ask question, to collect the data, to associate the data and to communicate the learning outcomes, which is called scientific approach. This approach needs to be performed to develop learners’ ability to learn independently and to think creatively. As proposed by Nuh, the fundamental difference between Curriculum 2013 and previous curriculum is that it reinforces more on the scientific to encourage the learners’ creativities; since the era will get complicated in the future considering the higher population and more advanced science development. Any complicatedness will be solved with creativity. The solution is to teach all children to have them more creative by employing scientific approach. Wibowo, Agus and Gunawan propose that scientific approach may be employed in implementing local wisdom based on the character education. Therefore, it will grow mutual respect between tribes, ethnics, nations and religions. A teacher may instill local wisdom based character value and attitude with scientific approach of observing, asking, trying, analyzing and communicating. Mulyasa confirms that character education starts from awareness, understanding, concern and commitment to do or act. In students’ moral reconstruction in this millennial era, scientific approach has important meaning in learning process.

Based on the statement above, moral education needs to be inserted into every subject delivered by the teachers to Elementary School students before

---


\(^3\) Lickona Thomas, “Character Matters; Bagaimana Membantu anak Mengembangkan Penilaian yang Baik, Integritas, dan Kebajikan Penting Lainnya,” t.t.

\(^4\) Ridwan Abdullah Sani, Pembelajaran saintifik untuk implementasi kurikulum 2013 (Bumi Aksara, 2014).


\(^6\) Agus Wibowo dan Gunawan, Pendidikan karakter berbasis kearifan lokal di sekolah: konsep, strategi, dan implementasi (Pustaka Pelajar, 2015).

learning process starts through scientific approach. In addition, students will not only be good at science, but also their moral quality will also grow in line with existing norms. M. Hosnan proposes that scientific approach is a learning process design in such a way to make the learners actively construct concepts, laws or principles through observation, asking, trial, analysis and communication stages.\(^8\) Saputro, B has studied scientific approach model in the religious social life of convert villagers.\(^9\) The results of Saputro’s research shows that the disharmony problems in the religious social life in convert village can be solved because of the application and integration of scientific approach into the people’s social life with facilitation of the ministry of religious affairs and police.

Differently with previous researches, this research aims at obtaining model of moral reconstruction for elementary educational level students in millennial era with scientific approach perspective. Moral reconstruction model is used as an alternative step to instill the moral values in elementary educational level students, since the reconstruction model resulted from this research has stages which may directly shape and apply scientific values habituation to students’ daily life, comprising: listening, paying attention, communicating, cooperating, asking, doing, thinking, mutual respect, being honest, responsible and discipline. These model stages are also facilitated by school members and parents in reconstructing students’ moral in millennial era with scientific approach perspective.

**METHOD**

In this qualitative descriptive research, the researcher built a model and made model portrait, then described the moral reconstruction model referring to the application of moral education in Curriculum 2013 for Elementary School/ Islamic Elementary School. Moral reconstruction model was adaptively built based on Research & Development steps. This research took 25 Elementary School/ Islamic Elementary School Teachers who were currently taking advanced study in the Islamic Elementary Teachers Education Master Program, Post-graduate Program, Salatiga Institute for Islamic Studies, Central Java Province, Indonesia as its subject and education management experts and Elementary School teachers as its model experts. The data were collected by employing Likert scale questionnaire, interview, need assessment and observation. The instruments were developed and validated by: (1) pre-diction validation, by consulting experts on model concept, (2) content validation, by consulting experts in the field in line with the research’s purpose on the instruments the researcher has created.

---


The data were analyzed by employing descriptive and analytical analysis. The descriptive analysis data was employed to analyze need assessment data in the form of Likert scale scores with percentage technique. According to Miles and Huberman in Sumaryanto "data qualitative analysis using interactive model". The interactive model is divided into three stages: (1) data reduction, a form of analysis which sharpens, classifies, directs, removes anything unnecessary and organizes data in such a way to make and verify final conclusion, (2) data presentation, a group of arranged information which allows making conclusion and taking action, and (3) making conclusion or verification.10

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Based on the results of introductory study on the students’ moral condition in the field, Maria Nurul states that “Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students’ moral in this millennial era is different with that in the past.11 Children today follow technology development like internet, with an impact on their lack of manner toward teacher”, which is in line with Umu’s argument (2018) that “students’ moral is generally good, however there are one or two cases that Elementary School students are unmannerly”.12 The other descriptions of the research results of Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students’ moral condition are the students’ increasingly alarming moral condition, their lack of respect for teacher, their impudence toward teacher, stealing their friend’s money or item, and even fight among students which results in chaos in surrounding community.

Regarding to students’ factual moral condition, moral violations occur 30% annually. Violations often occur comprise: students’ verbal impoliteness toward teacher by saying something impolite, students’ impudence not to get into class without any reason, students’ non-competitive attitude during learning process, students’ habit of doodling on the wall, messing class, doing something to school inventory, and, according to our observation with respondents/teachers, some Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students steal class cash. Children mischief becomes a real portrait of the reason of nation’s declining moral. Something trivial may cause adverse impacts in the future, such as: eating in class, leaving seat without permission and chit chat during learning process.

Massive events of moral degradation from time to time every individual experiences are caused by minimum understanding of moral. Moral degradation is naturally not students or children’s fault, but the influence of external and

internal home environment, since Elementary School students are very dependent on their environment and family, uncontrolled emotion, great curiosity and desire to try new things. These aspects require the parents as children’s first educator to act carefully and strengthen their moral values before they really socialize in external environment.

Based on the authentic data derived from questionnaire distributed to the Elementary School/ Islamic Elementary School teachers who are currently taking advanced study in the Islamic Elementary Teachers Education Master Program, Salatiga Institute for Islamic Studies Year 2018, it is agreed that students since their primary education have had strong pillars to encounter any types of environmental challenge. Considering the high percentage of moral violation events which take place caused by students’ moral degradation, the teachers have agreed on the need assessment result, which is to deliver moral values accompanied with real actions as realized in ten-minute moral education materials delivered by teachers. This activity requires cooperation between the teachers, students and parents in realizing intellectual generation with active moral. However, the reality proves that some parents tend to handover this responsibility to teachers, thus with this parents’ trust, teachers must cooperatively perform this noble duty. The results of need assessment of students’ moral reconstruction model in the millennial era are given in table 1.

Table 1. Need Assessment of Students’ Moral Reconstruction Model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Statement</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Application of students’ moral education to every subject.</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Internalization of students’ moral education in every subject.</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Additional 10 minutes for delivery of moral education before learning process starts</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Participation of all school members in students’ moral reconstruction.</td>
<td>3.75</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Availability of special staff to deliver moral education.</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>Less Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Availability of special place to deliver moral education before learning process starts</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>Not Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Availability of supporting media to deliver moral education.</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Parents’ participation in accompanying students’ moral education</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Urgently Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Supervision of students’ attitude in school</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Evaluation accountability report made by school related to applied moral education</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>Necessary</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Based on the result of the need assessment, interviews and observation as well as experts’ validation, the moral reconstruction model for elementary educational level students in millennial era is given in figure 1.
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**Figure 1.** Moral reconstruction model for elementary educational level students in millennial era: a scientific approach perspective

Moral reconstruction model portrait for elementary school students in millennial era with scientific approach perspective is described as follows: the impact of Science and Technology development in millennial era becomes the factor to cause moral violation in the society, particularly among Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students. The factual field condition needs moral reconstruction model with scientific approach perspective, consisting of observation, asking, trial, reasoning and communication. The implementation of scientific approach is able to grow students’ positive scientific values. The scientific values in scientific approach comprise: listening, paying attention, communicating, cooperating, asking, doing, thinking, mutual respect and being honest. Scientific approach which focuses on moral is necessary to reconstruct Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students’ moral in the millennial era by enforcing and establishing moral through school members with support of all parties, providing additional time for moral education delivery, using adaptive media and engaging parents’ participation in supervision to improve
Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School students’ moral in the millennial era.

Students’ moral reconstruction model in scientific approach perspective is arranged based on field’s necessities in the millennial era. This is confirmed by Saputro, in which the results of his research of scientific approach model can solve the religious social issues of convert villagers. Meanwhile, the moral reconstruction model of elementary educational level students in the millennial era emphasizes more on internalization of scientific values in students’ daily life.\(^{13}\) Instilling scientific values in students is pursuant to the scientific approach in curriculum 2013 learning. According to the results of the research conducted by Cahyono, H., the value of education strategy is conducted to shape students’ character through moral knowing strategy, moral modeling, moral feeling and loving, moral acting, punishment strategy, traditional strategy and habituation strategy.\(^{14}\) According to the results of research conducted by Muslim (2014), shaping character is conducted through intracurricular and extracurricular learning by using moral reasoning approach strategy, in which learning is conducted through moral knowing, moral feeling and moral acting stages. The morals shaped in intracurricular learning comprise simplicity, which leads to moral discipline, democracy in class, conscience development, reflection of moral education and teaching controversial problem which will certainly lead to teacher’s attitude and modeling. Extracurricular learning is performed through some activities, such as facilitating life skill, tazkiyah (heart purification), muhadharah and social care visit.\(^{15}\)

The moral reconstruction model given in figure 1 is also supported by the research conducted by Sukma Wardani, L, Hidayah, N, Mahpur, M. that parents contribute to students’ value instilling. The results of research conducted by Ruslan, Elly, R, Aini, N. show that moral values instilling in Elementary School students is conducted through each subject, giving daily advice, teachers as students’ role model, school environment and cooperation with parents.\(^{16}\) In addition, Jannati Umairah.S. proposes that character education concept is also supported with instilling of religious values which will then become habit.\(^{17}\)

\(^{13}\) Saputro, *scientific Approach Model of Social Religious Life At Mualaf’s Village*.


\(^{17}\) Saidati Jannati Umairah, “REKONSTRUKSI NILAI-NILAI RELIGIUS SEBAGAI LANDASAN MENYONGSONG GENERASI EMAS 2045,” *PROCEEDING IAIN Batusangkar*
According to Sutarna, N., character education may be integrated into subject and daily life, and religion based approaches are necessary to instill character education even deeper.\textsuperscript{18} Students’ moral reconstruction model with scientific approach perspective is supported by the research conducted by Aprison, W, Junaidi, in which scientific approach allows education to equip future generation with responsibility character.\textsuperscript{19}

CONCLUSION

Based on the research and discussion results, we may conclude that the factual condition in Elementary School/Islamic Elementary School in Semarang and surrounding shows annual moral violation events of 30\%, comprising low ethics in school environment, theft, bad words and fight between students. The need analysis on the development of moral reconstruction model of elementary school students’ moral with scientific approach perspective results in average score of 3.15 with necessary category, and the model portrait is as follows: The impact of Science and Technology development and students’ factual moral condition in millennial era become the factors to cause students’ moral violation, and students’ moral reconstruction with scientific approach perspective consists of integration of moral values with scientific values with scientific approach (listening, paying attention, communication, cooperation, asking, doing, thinking, mutual respect and honesty) under facilitation and supervision of school members and parents.

\textsuperscript{1} Nana Sutarna, “Pendidikan Karakter Siswa Sekolah Dasar dalam Perspektif Islam,” dalam Prosiding Seminar Nasional Inovasi Pendidikan, 2016.
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